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chikankari in the world of fast fashion

Instant gratification has a new name - Fast Fashion. By 2025,
the global E-Commerce market for fashion will cross the $ 1
Trillion mark. Spurred on by cheap and fast manufacturing
methods, an increase in consumer’s purchasing power and an
appetite for up-to-the-minute style, brands like Zara and Shein
are disrupting how people perceive fashion. Lately, there has
been a backlash on the environmental and human cost for this
breakneck speed.
Chikankari is literally the opposite end of the spectrum. Rooted
in the ethnic and organic ways of Awadhi culture, it has
matured over generations to create a timeless and classy
fashion statement. A piece of Chikankari garment is a single
signature piece in the entire world owned by you, never before
and never after will it be replicated. It brings along with it
several weeks of effort by artisans who have toiled to grow this
art piece, it is essentially a portion of the artisan’s life rendered
onto a piece of cloth.
Chikankari is inherently environmentally friendly: grown, not
manufactured, its carbon footprint is minuscule and wastage
minimal. Chikankari is invested in the artisan, who learn this
skill over several years and pass it on to the next generation.
Chikankari is dyed manually using traditional techniques and
does not dump its industrial waste in the river Gomti.
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How does Chikankari thrive in this age of speed? We at Manjari
have chalked out what we call the 4E Strategy
EVOLVE: Chikankari is very popular as festive wear,
endorsed by major celebrities. We need to find more
applications of Chikankari as day to day wear, innovating in
fabric and motifs that will suit the more active application
ENTAIL: Artisan welfare in both monetary and community
terms. We need to consciously create an environment where
more artisans will pick up this art
EMPOWER: Government assistance with aids and
promotional events. Chikankari has already acquired a GI
tag giving recognition to its Lucknavi origins, this will
tremendously benefit the local Artisan who has dedicated
generations to this art. Chikankari is also recognized under
the ODOP programs and will benefit from the framework for
value chain development and alignment of support
infrastructure
ENTERPRISE: Private fair trade organizations need to step
up and adopt Chikankari. They need to market Chikankari,
bring in designers, and organize fashion shows. Private
designer labels need to add value and volume to Chikankari
manufacturing, and more importantly make sure that the
value reaches the grassroots

The Lucknow Chik who fell in love with Chikankari
(Shalini is founder and CEO of Manjari, an organization dedicated to popularizing hand-embroidered Chikankari garments)

